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2. Photographs
What to take into consideration
photography for communication?

when

using

“A photo is worth 1000 words!”. This is the most common quote we get in relation to
photography. This is why it is important that when addressing the topic of
communication to also address photography and filming as they are not only a great
tool of expression, but can also support other P.R. tools, like the social network pages,
website or even press releases. Photos or videos can bring significant added value to
any form of communication.
Still, not any photo (or video) is a good one. Here is what you need to take into
consideration while taking a snapshot of something you want to communicate about:
Rule of thirds

Although we are used to the fact that the central
item of our view is the most important, a great
trick for having a more expressive photo can be to
split the photo in three pieces and to have the
subject’s centre on one of the two lines, as you can
observe in the following example:

Check and use the focus!

Most of the cameras will focus on the centre of the
photo. Be sure to either first lock the focus on the
subject (by gently pressing the shutter button) and
then move the camera so that you respect the rule
of thirds or, for touch screen cameras, click directly
on the subject.
Focus is also used to draw attention on different items in your photo and creates really
interesting effects so use this technique whenever you find it suitable.
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Use focus in a smart way!

If the camera allows it, focus on one item that
symbolizes the work you are promoting. For
example, if you are working on repainting a hospital
(as we did :) ), take a photo where you focus on the
paint roller.
Moreover, in the following photo you can also see
the effect of having the edges of the photo not aligning with the subject. (the roller is at
an angle compared to the bottom edge instead of being parallel).

Make sure you have good light!

Good light is very important in a photo (as you can
easily see in the photo below). Check how the light is
falling on the subject of the photo and try to move it or
change the angle. If this is not possible, activate the
flash even if you are shooting during daylight.

Also, check how the shadows are showing in the photo
and try to avoid them.

Check you photo for blur!

In case you are shooting in a low light environment or
some moving items, you may expect some blur. Check
your photos after shooting (by using the preview of the
camera) and zoom in on them to see if this happened. If
true, then retake the photo, trying to keep the camera
still.
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Get closer!

In some cases, especially for smaller
subjects, getting a snapshot from a
close distance can transform a normal
photo into a very expressive one.

Take a photo when the subject is not concentrating on the
camera!

Don’t always warn people that you will take a photo of them.
Getting a snapshot on the right moment can offer you more
that the best prepared photo and subject.

Choose the right background!

Having a trash bin in the background, some obscene message or something that will
draw the attention away from your subject (like something very colorful or eye-catching)
will have significant impact on your photo, lowering its impact.

Be creative!

sometimes boring) position.

Try to move out from the typical standing position that
you find in most of the photos. Have people gather,
create a figure with their body, use the tools that they
are working with and show them in a creative way. Do
anything so that you change the standard (and

Photograph something with a message!

Use anything you see around you that sends out the same
message as the one you are trying to send out and take that
perfect snapshot. If it doesn’t exist, create it!
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Use all of the above!

Especially when thinking about a photo gallery, combine all the tips from above. The
constant variation in angle, subject, focus and the increased creativity will keep the
viewers interested.
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